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********************************************************

T Royal Ascot and Glorious Goodwood, or should

I say the Qatar Goodwood Festival, the

racecourses provide invaluable guides for use by

the media. The stable forwarded to me recently the Media

Guide issued for this year’s Goodwood, and in browsing

through it, I couldn’t help but appreciate just how

remarkable Mark’s record is there.

Mark Johnston has been Leading Trainer at the Qatar

Goodwood Festival on no fewer than 10 occasions since

1998; he has trained 70 winners at the festival to date,

second only in the current trainers’ table to Michael Stoute

(75), the first being The Can Can Man in 1991.  He has

trained the winner of the Goodwood Cup and the Betfred

Mile Handicap five times, the winner of the Prestige,

Glorious and Vintage Stakes three times each, and the

winner of the Richmond, Gordon and Stardom Stakes twice

each. You have to admit it’s an impressive haul.

Apart from such success at the festival meeting itself,

Mark has been Leading Trainer at Goodwood across a

season twice, in 2001 and 2012, despite the many miles

which separate Middleham from the Sussex Downs.

I’m sure we’ll all have our special memories of MJR’s

great Goodwood moments. The classic duel between

brothers Double Trigger and Double Eclipse for the Cup

was recalled by the Racing Post in an excellent article in

July and is, admittedly, a tough act to follow. That said, I

also recall fantastic wins by the likes of Sharp Play in the

Summer Stakes of 2000 and Bandari in the Gordon Stakes

of 2002.

There’s no doubt that Goodwood is a tricky course to

ride, but fortunately Mark and his team seem to have found

the secret to sending out winners there. 

I wonder what memories we’ll have of the 2017 Festival.

Let’s hope that they’re all good ones!
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REAT British Racing have been watching Love

Island. And, judging by some of their Facebook

posts, it makes you wonder if they have been

enjoying a drink or two while watching. How else would

you explain these contributions posted between 20 and 24

July? 

In Stud Island, the great stallion Galileo is likened to

contestant Marcel. “Much like Marcel, he’s a bit of a ladies’

man and will cover around 190 mares a year.” One wonders

how Marcel finds time to do anything else. Fellow

contestant Jamie is likened to Frankel. “Jamie describes

himself as thoughtful and laid back, but he does have a

competitive side. This matches up perfectly with Frankel.”

Thoughtful?

In Love Island Ladies and Fillies, contestant Amber is

compared to Rhododendron. “Rhododendron’s confidence

reminds us of Amber, who says that although she’s small she

should not be underestimated. With a cheeky side and a

selfie queen she also boasts a rather long list of celeb

encounters, something Rhododendron is not without having

been ridden in five races by well-known jockey Ryan

Moore...” Oh dear.

This inane and offensive drivel is being funded by the

BHA. Why?
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AST month, my wife and I invited friends to

join us at York on John Smith’s Cup Day. We

booked a table in the course’s Parade Ring

Restaurant and travelled down from Scotland for the

weekend. Like many people in racing, I’m accustomed

to reading complaints in the racing press about the cost

of attending racing and the poor value for money

experienced in purchasing food and drink on course.

The Parade Ring restaurant is, arguably, York’s premier

facility and it is far from cheap. However, we had a

fantastic day at the races. The meal was excellent, the

staff attentive and the atmosphere created by the staff

and other guests was perfect. Our guests, used to luxury

hotels but relative newcomers to racing, were blown

away, partly by the facilities but mostly by the attitude

and friendliness of the staff. We were treated to a tour of

the weighing room before racing started (apologies to a

startled Paul Mulrennan who clearly did not expect to

be confronted by a party of Scots in a deserted changing

room!) and nothing was too much trouble for all of the

staff we encountered.

We genuinely got the feeling that it was important to the

staff that everyone in the restaurant enjoyed their day to

the full.

Our guests were charmed by the whole experience and

headed home promising to clear their diaries for a

return visit next year. Thank you to all at York for a

memorable day. We’ll see you again next year!
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